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amples continued:

5. Circles in IR2:

x =(1((xi) -a,)+(x(z) - an)"=r2):an,92,
r =IR3

Iwe)=3 Hw

6. Axis-aligned rectangles in IR2:

x =[t(a,b) x (c,d):ac6,xd}

er=4 HW
I ↳

Generalizing Example 4from last dass:

7. Half-spaces in RP:
x =4H[(w,x) +b =0):weRd,6- R} 1

*↳
"linear classifier" (sun) 0 Ro

vc(x) =d+1
Hw

More generally:

8. Polynomial surfaces in m": 1=21sp(x) =0):deg(p) = r]
v(x) =(*!)) (Anthony 1995] 1 Ad

"Polynomial classifier" 0
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mark. In all examples above, vi(K)= #parameters hat
describe a function in R.

· This is nottrue in general. For rentangles in AI thatare

notnecessarily axis - aligned as in Ex.5,

vc(f) =7 d - rotate
- -O

while the # parameters is 5:-
a I

8 degrees

a,6, c, d, 0. 6

· Butheuristically, and "approximately", this is often true:

8. H =I functions a given
neviral network can computer,

if activation function,

then ve(2) =hag (over69;Baun-Kaussfar 89)

#connections (weights,parameters
· Inetworks for which his bound istight (Maas 94)

· If activation function is Riecewise linear (e.g. ReLU),

then ve(1) =CWLlegw (BartkH- Karvey -Liaw-Mehrafian 2017)
aY
#layers

and I examples showing tightness.
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Lem[85] F finite class of Boolean functions be on N,

1811 [#(subsets of X shattered by (1)

Convention:b is shattered by nonempty 1.

⑳f WLOGN =41, . .
., n3. Denote by sh(f) the family

i

of all subsets of X shattered byte. To prove

191 =Ish (x) ),

· partition I according to
the value atpoint n, i.e.

H =Horx,

where 1 =(h =H:h(r) =0) and I, =(hel:h(n) =13.

· Asubsethis ...,
id)* shattered by He or He is also

↑Y
I subasses of(1)

shattered by H. Thus

Isa (ee)1 =(sh (10) 1 +12a(1,21@ (*)
↑ ↑

domain =[n, ..., n-13

· Iterate:partition the and 1, accordingto the value h(n-1):

② Ich (Hoo1+1e(.) 1-Ich(e. 1bee,

... down tosingle-pointclasses,
each of which

shatters one setp.... 1841
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·MISTAKE: we double counted in (x) ⑧

He sets that are strattered

by both so and the Sh(fo) . . . sh(k)

·FIX:suppose him...., id' is shattered by 8th to and I,

Ilabelassignment ye, ..., yd=20,13

EheR.:h(ii)=Yin, ..., h(id)=Yiach(n)
=0

Egel,:g(i)=yic ..., g(ix)
=yix, f(x)

=1

->hin...., id, his is shattered by H=Houl, (choosethei
-

I
This setis NOT shattered by either floor 1, -> itwas NOT

counted before

·Xsetthatwe dable counted, we find a setwe never counted
-

=>(A) is true. Proceed as before. RED

-4 -
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v

· By def of us dimension, I subsetshattered by H

has cardinality = vc(H) = id.
So Pajor's kmma yields

12) =#(subsets of he, ..., n3 will card. (d) -(k).
↓

G(ShellCommal letl be a class of Boolean

functions on an in-pointdomain. Then

191 = (n) where d=vc(e)

E

mples (skip?)

(a) Integerntevals:se-Libe : 1aben 3

I vc(x) =2 (as in the previous lecture for real interval)

181 =1*n+(*)
=(n) Pajorkuma is sharp

zero'function act pairs(a(b)

(b) T =hall functions on an unpoint
domain supported by Id ptsh

v(x) =d (nW?) and 191 =(m) -> sharp again!

Remarks & 2 (n) = (*)* (nws, Problem3) r

*logtel
= dlog(), where devalf).

② Heuristically, log(f)=#fitstospecify a function in 1

d =vc(5) - #parameters thatdescribe functions in t

->log(s) Id, is expected.
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